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1 – AGILE LEADERSHIP TRAINING - Appendix 1 Course Sessions
Cost $850 per person – 1 day

A one or half day tailored course for executives – moving from management
to leadership
“Business agility – a new way of being, leading and working” a presentation
that Jude and I have been working …or instead, evolving.
The training is focused on answering …what we feel has been missing from
many others tackling this subject …the ‘why’ …before going on to reveal the
‘what and how’.

People in the audience will be fully engaged, and most importantly, asking
great questions.
We get close to explaining, or cracking the business-agility & leadership nut,
with many people saying that they finally “get it”. It’s quite visible and
rewarding to see people having a ‘light bulb’ moment.
We are increasingly referring to ‘leadership’ over that of ‘leader’.
This better represents the ‘skills’ now required by organisations. Leader denotes
a person, often at the top of an organisational pyramid, and not something
that reflects the network, or hyper-matrix structure that is emerging. It also
denotes a certain arrogance associated with people positioning as experts
…a term which we feel is becoming increasingly obsolete. We now live in an
era where things are super connected, and ‘too big to know’.
Our emphasis, when using leadership as a term, is making it something that
everyone recognises they are responsible for. It also identifies the value ‘we
collectively’ bring to the table. Not needing to ask for permission.
Taking action and responsibility, especially when picking ourselves up from
failure …learning, and moving forward. These concepts are far from the
traditional definition that leans more toward, authority, power, control and
unfortunately blames.

Here are some of the themes (or essence) on ‘leadership’ and ‘agile-mindset’
that we cover:
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Shaper with agile
Outcome focused
Experimental
Planning
Expertise
Collaborative

Decision-Making
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Complexity
Risk
Visible
Engagement
Alignment
Culture

